What is Independent study in geography?
This involves the following:
1. Reading your notes after each lesson in order to check your own knowledge
and understanding. Identifying areas of concern is important so that extra
questions/reading can be organised. You should be aiming to carry out 4 hours
of independent study a week for the subject.
2. Researching related topics and geographical issues on the internet and
watching the news regularly in order to have topical and up to
date examples to use within your written work. Examiners are
keen to see topical issues discussed and referenced in exams
and credit will be given to this if appropriate. For example the
ongoing debates regarding fracking in the UK or the growing
influence of Apple in a globalised world.
3. Completing extra past papers in addition to those questions covered in the
lesson. These exam papers are also saved in the geography folder in student
shared.
4. Scrutinising examiner’s reports and mark schemes in order to identify key
elements which can be used in future exams, including areas of weakness,
terminology and case studies.
5. Annotate the unit overviews and summeries provided to keep a track on what
you have covered and areas that may require further independent study.
6. Make use of websites such as Get Revising, S-cool, Tutor 2U and Revision World
to name but a few to develop you research further and add to your developing
knowledge around the topics.

Geography
Independent study support sheet
Know your command words and what they
mean in order to approach your research
and answers suitably.
Understanding the levels within the mark
schemes will help you in answering the
essay based questions and the way you
need to develop
your research of
topics and case
studies. See these
questions as a set
of steps and to
reach the next
level you need to
add something
new.

If you follow these top tips for extending your writing within your independent study
you will develop balanced ideas and logical comparrisons and contrasts ahead of the
exam:

